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Summary

U.S. security, economic, and political interests demand a greater focus on countering corruption 
internationally. The next administration could substantially increase U.S. impact on anticorruption 
through taking the following measures: 

Defending against the weaponization of corruption
• Expose the ways foreign powers are deploying “strategic corruption” to buy influence and 

undermine sovereignty
• Bolster vulnerable allies by encouraging transparency measures, sanctioning corrupt actors, and 

amplifying pro-reform narratives
• Within multilateral bodies, defend anticorruption standards when they are under attack
• Reinvigorate international cooperation via the Open Government Partnership (OGP) and 

institutionalize OGP implementation domestically

Providing politically responsive anticorruption assistance 
• Prioritize support to countries experiencing a window of opportunity for governance reform, 

including through a new Anti-Corruption Action Fund
• Help societies at risk of backsliding on governance and democracy resist the pull of authoritari-

an kleptocracy
• Establish a governance-themed public-private partnership to strengthen the business climate in 

strategic markets

Mainstreaming anticorruption
• Direct a greater share of global health assistance to strengthening the governance of health 

systems
• Develop and adopt a global standard for corruption risk mitigation in disaster assistance
• Weigh corruption risks as part of security assistance and defense export decisions
• Prioritize corruption considerations in intelligence collection, analysis, and operations 

Enabling U.S. leadership
• Empower a senior representative to elevate anticorruption issues among relevant agencies and 

to develop U.S. action plans for priority countries
• Build a cadre of in-house experts who can assist U.S. embassies in addressing corruption locally
• Elevate the interagency anticorruption agenda at the National Security Council 
• Address gaps in campaign finance and anti–money laundering legislation that undermine U.S. 

credibility and enable stolen assets to be harbored in the United States
• Enhance global enforcement of U.S. anticorruption laws in order to level the playing field for 

U.S. businesses and prompt greater enforcement by other jurisdictions
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Introduction

U.S. policymakers used to view international corruption largely as an issue relating to economic 
development. However, in recent years, they have come to recognize that it in fact affects a much 
wider set of U.S. interests. The United States’ main geopolitical competitors are deploying corruption 
as a hybrid weapon: China seeks to win influence in Africa and other parts of the world dealing with 
weak governance, and Russia aims to undermine its neighbors’ sovereignty. Globally, corruption-rid-
dled governance drives migration and drug trafficking, while hindering the ability of border officials 
to enforce the law. Violent extremists exploit grievances around corruption to fuel recruitment and 
enable operations, while counterterrorism units are undermined by self-dealing. Corruption also 
slows progress on climate change: regulations can be bypassed through bribery, and massive energy 
projects are vulnerable to leakage.

Economically, 25 percent of firms worldwide expect they will need to pay a bribe in order to secure 
government contracts. In such markets, U.S. businesses that abide by antibribery standards are at  
a competitive disadvantage. Corruption also perpetuates low tax collection, which deepens  
dependence on foreign assistance in the Global South. The World Bank estimates that, globally, 
$1.5 trillion in bribes are paid each year, which amounts to ten times the value of total official  
development assistance.

In the political domain, corruption scandals have sparked mass protests in thirty-two countries over 
the past three years. This turbulence has had an effect: 10 percent of all countries experienced a 
corruption-fueled political change between 2013 and 2018. The overall surge in global protests, 
which have increased by 11.5 percent every year since 2010, indicates that governments are ignor-
ing—or perpetuating—corruption at their own peril. For the United States, this is a particular 
concern because international partners that lack domestic legitimacy are less stable and less reliable. 

Pandemic Implications

The coronavirus and its associated disease, COVID-19, have only heightened the centrality of 
anticorruption to U.S. interests overseas. In countries where graft is rampant, citizens who cannot 
pay bribes likely will be locked out of treatment—accelerating the virus’s spread and duration. The 
flood of pandemic-related spending, currently estimated at $9 trillion, is at serious risk of theft and 
misuse, which has already been reported in countries ranging from Slovenia to Ecuador. If corrup-
tion in domestic procurement increases over the long term, it will further disadvantage U.S. compa-
nies and lower the quality of supplies procured. On its current trajectory, corruption could cause 
thousands of unnecessary deaths globally—and we can expect similarly dire effects when the next 
crisis hits. 

https://www.u4.no/publications/literature-review-corruption-as-a-driver-of-migration.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/2013/The_Role_Of_Corruption_in_the_Smuggling_of_Migrants_Issue_Paper_UNODC_2013.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/terrorism/module-2/key-issues/drivers-of-violent-extremism.html
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/08/22/corruption-and-terrorism-the-case-of-kenya/
https://www.csis.org/analysis/fighting-corruption-us-economic-and-national-security-interests
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/946051538427057748/pdf/130411-WP-Supporting-Transparency-and-Accountability-in-Latin-America-and-the-Caribbean.pdf
https://carnegieendowment.org/publications/interactive/protest-tracker
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/07/24/the-one-thing-modern-voters-hate-most-corruption/
https://csis-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/200303_MassProtests_V2.pdf?uL3KRAKjoHfmcnFENNWTXdUbf0Fk0Qke
https://blogs.imf.org/2020/05/20/tracking-the-9-trillion-global-fiscal-support-to-fight-covid-19/
https://www.occrp.org/en/coronavirus/opaque-coronavirus-procurement-deal-hands-millions-to-slovenian-gambling-mogul
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/20/world/americas/coronavirus-latin-america-corruption.html?referringSource=articleShare
https://carnegieendowment.org/2020/04/13/how-global-corruption-threatens-u.s.-pandemic-response-pub-81545
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In addition, public anger at government malfeasance in the face of COVID-19 could topple regimes, 
weaken multilateral alliances, and embolden authoritarian populists. The extent to which democra-
cies will be able to fend off the rise of authoritarianism depends in part on their ability to deliver the 
services and safety that their citizens seek. Rampant corruption impedes that ability to deliver and 
undermines government credibility, as seen in the early days of the Ebola epidemic in West Africa. 
Bolstering democracy globally requires fighting corruption. 

U.S. Posture

Historically, under both political parties, the United States has shown its capacity to lead on anticor-
ruption. The groundbreaking passage of the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) in 1977 and 
the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010 inspired similar legislation in other countries. The United States boldly 
promoted strong international norms, including via the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) Anti-Bribery Convention in 1999, the United Nations Convention 
Against Corruption (UNCAC) in 2005, and the OGP, a government–civil society partnership that 
the United States cofounded in 2011. Since 2010, the U.S. Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative has 
frozen more than $3.2 billion in stolen funds. Through it all, bilateral diplomacy and foreign assis-
tance to countries around the world have tilted governance equilibria in favor of reform. 

Yet U.S. leadership on anticorruption has declined in recent years. The administration of President 
Donald Trump has repeatedly attempted to slash foreign aid, including programs focused on anticor-
ruption. Although Congress has held budgets steady, these attempts signal to frontline officers a shift 
in priorities. In 2017, Congress voted to scrap regulations implementing Dodd-Frank’s provisions on 
transparency in oil, gas, and mining; and the Trump administration’s 2020 replacement rule fell well 
below global standards. The United States has failed to prioritize anticorruption during its chairman-
ship of the G7. Senior U.S. engagement in anticorruption multilateral forums has faded, as reflected 
in the United States’ lackluster OGP plan in 2019—and has dropped off more dramatically in the 
case of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative. The beneficiaries of this withdrawal have 
been China, Russia, and others who want to weaken governance norms in order to legitimize their 
own form of crony authoritarianism.

In addition, U.S. credibility on corruption has been damaged by domestic allegations of self-dealing 
at the White House and throughout the administration, by major gaps in the U.S. anti–money 
laundering architecture, and by attacks on independent media and the judiciary. More broadly, 
free-wheeling politicized rhetoric around corruption in the United States, where the term is invoked 
to describe bureaucracy or deride opposition politicians, distracts from actual abuses of power. When 
everything is “corruption,” nothing is “corruption.”

https://freedomhouse.org/issues/democracies-decline
https://www.cmi.no/publications/file/5522-ebola-and-corruption.pdf
https://star.worldbank.org/sites/star/files/booklet_-_english_final_edited.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2019/10/23/trump-administration-sought-billions-dollars-cuts-programs-aimed-fighting-corruption-ukraine-abroad/
https://www.economist.com/democracy-in-america/2017/02/17/donald-trump-signs-a-law-repealing-a-disclosure-rule-for-oil-companies
https://www.globalwitness.org/en/blog/opening-flood-gates-corporate-money-us/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-will-work-g7-allies-build-future-opportunity-promise-nations/
https://www.fedscoop.com/national-action-plan-open-government-2019/
https://eiti.org/news/eiti-chair-statement-on-united-states-withdrawal-from-eiti
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-facing-emoluments-lawsuits-heres/story?id=65217053
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/28/opinion/trump-administration-corruption-conflicts.html
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The bright spot has been the persistent efforts of career officials—at the working levels of the Depart-
ment of State, the Department of Justice, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), 
and elsewhere—who have sustained anticorruption technical assistance, visa sanctions, law enforce-
ment, and educational exchanges. Nevertheless, these efforts may have been dampened by hesitation 
to press diplomatically on corruption overseas in light of the administration’s repudiation of former 
U.S. ambassador Marie Yovanovitch, after she and her colleagues raised hard-hitting corruption 
concerns with their Ukrainian counterparts. 

The next administration will have the opportunity to significantly ramp up U.S. anticorruption 
efforts and make them proportionate to U.S. interests. This paper provides a blueprint for seizing 
that opportunity. It specifies how U.S. leadership could be reasserted to defend against the weapon-
ization of corruption for geopolitical purposes, reshape anticorruption assistance to better adapt to a 
politically volatile world, and incorporate corruption considerations into international health, 
economic, security, and intelligence decisions. It concludes with recommendations for strengthening 
U.S. leadership on anticorruption at home, a vital part of a larger strategy. The proposals in this 
blueprint would all require serious political muscle and focus to be fully implemented. But they  
have the potential to achieve significant positive impacts across a wide range of U.S. foreign 
policy interests. 

Defending Against the Geopolitical Weaponization of Corruption 

In a growing number of countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, and Latin America, powers like Russia and 
China are exploiting and exacerbating homegrown corruption, intent on buying influence as a means 
of advancing their foreign policy. As they do so, these powers propagate a model of authoritarian 
kleptocracy, in which officials capture and then disburse state resources to a small circle of elites, 
whose allegiance helps keep the regime in control in spite of its lack of public accountability. This 
model, while disastrous domestically, becomes even more dangerous when harnessed for geopolitical 
ends by a malign foreign state. As the National Endowment for Democracy explains, “corrosive 
capital and strategic corruption differ from other forms of corruption in that they are backed, and 
sometimes orchestrated, by a state power for political rather than economic goals—or to advance a 
comprehensive authoritarian agenda with inseparable political and economic objectives.” 

In this way, illicit finance can be a tool of hybrid warfare. As the State Department has acknowledged 
for years, “our adversaries increasingly intertwine criminal and political ends, and exercise coercive 
power without resorting to overt, traditional military action.” In a prescient warning about this rising 
threat, a 2009 open letter from a group of central and eastern European leaders to president Barack 
Obama reported that Russia was conducting “overt and covert means of economic warfare, ranging 

https://www.state.gov/leveraging-tools-to-hold-the-corrupt-accountable/
https://www.publicaffairsbooks.com/titles/bruce-bueno-de-mesquita/the-dictators-handbook/9781610390453/
https://www.publicaffairsbooks.com/titles/bruce-bueno-de-mesquita/the-dictators-handbook/9781610390453/
https://www.ned.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/New-Invisible-Hand-Authoritarian-Corrosive-Capital-Repurposing-Democracy-Hala.pdf?utm_source=forum-landing-page&utm_medium=site&utm_campaign=corrosive-capital
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/FBS_INL_06222018-UNCLASS_508.pdf
https://www.csis.org/analysis/kremlin-playbook
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from energy blockades and politically motivated investments to bribery and media manipulation in 
order to advance its interests.” In countries such as Bulgaria, Hungary, Latvia, Serbia, Slovakia, and 
Ukraine, the cycle often unfolds as follows: Russia bankrolls the candidacy of rising politicians; once 
in office, these chosen individuals advance pro-Russia policies, undermine oversight, and direct lucra-
tive contracts to Russia’s preferred partners; and Russia then “reinvests” some of the profits from 
these contracts as bribes and campaign contributions to secure further political and economic influ-
ence. The openness of democratic societies—including Australia, the United Kingdom, and the 
United States—can be exploited by malign actors who use political donations, lobbyists, and 
well-connected lawyers to worm their way into the policy process. 

The countries most vulnerable to such tactics are places where corruption has become so prevalent 
that it reflects not a proverbial bad apple but a plagued orchard. In these settings, a foreign power has 
its pick of soft targets. For instance, in strategically located Kenya, officials overseeing construction of 
a major railway rejected several lower-cost options in favor of the most expensive bid—the Chinese 
proposal—which raised suspicions of kickbacks. Now the project’s massive cost overruns have 
produced soaring debt (to China), while the railway remains incomplete. Eventually, officials from 
both China and Kenya were prosecuted for corruption. Meanwhile, in Greece, China was awarded a 
massive contract to develop the strategic port of Piraeus—at a price apparently five times above the 
market value. If evidence from Malaysia is any indication, the bid may have been inflated deliberate-
ly to pay for kickbacks to Greek politicians, who simultaneously started assertively defending Chi-
nese interests in the European Union. These interventions build a new international network of 
oligarchs, all beholden to China.

Whatever the operating environment, corruption is the lubricant that enables Russia and China to 
amass foreign influence. The U.S. government could take several steps to respond to this challenge:

• Expose the threat: support independent researchers and journalists in documenting the 
methods of strategic corruption and publicizing results locally in targeted countries. These 
reports can activate domestic civil society and patriotic forces within a government intent on 
protecting national sovereignty against attempts at economic and political capture. An influx of 
U.S. support to investigative groups could accelerate the impact of a sector already leveraging 
cutting-edge technology and international networks to uncover grand corruption. For example, 
the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists’ Panama Papers, published in 2016, 
triggered investigations in eighty-two countries. Likewise, the Sentry and C4ADS have con-
ducted groundbreaking exposés on kleptocratic corruption in the security sectors of several 
African countries. Additional support for investigative journalism, especially in environments 
where corruption has geopolitical implications, could be transformative. 

https://www.csis.org/analysis/kremlin-playbook
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2020-06-09/rise-strategic-corruption
https://www.fdd.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/fdd-monograph-below-the-belt-and-road.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-07-19/china-s-belt-and-road-leaves-kenya-with-a-railroad-to-nowhere
https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/10/15/china-s-rise-as-geoeconomic-influencer-four-european-case-studies-pub-77462
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-china-flexes-its-political-muscle-to-expand-power-overseas-11546890449?mod=searchresults&page=1&pos=10
https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/10/15/china-s-rise-as-geoeconomic-influencer-four-european-case-studies-pub-77462
https://www.icij.org/investigations/panama-papers/what-happened-after-the-panama-papers/
https://enoughproject.org/about/the-sentry
https://c4ads.org/ocgc-cell
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• Target the corrupt: maximize the use of U.S. visa restrictions and asset freezes as powerful 
means of punishing and deterring corruption. In addition to sanctioning Russian and Chinese 
officials engaged in corruption, the United States should also target oligarchs and officials in 
third countries who accept Russian or Chinese bribes. Such actions show Russia and China 
that the United States is watching and show others that there is a price to selling off sovereign-
ty. In countries like Georgia, where Russian-backed oligarchs are currently gaining ground, 
corruption-related sanctions could have a powerful impact.  

• Bolster vulnerable allies: increase the resiliency of partners, including those in the western 
Balkans and the Caucasus, whose fragile gains have been threatened by weaponized corrup-
tion. U.S. diplomats could urge countries to reduce their vulnerability to strategic corruption 
through campaign finance transparency, asset disclosure and conflict-of-interest rules, and 
procurement reform. 

• Strengthen countervailing forces: amplify locally led narratives that champion the value of 
sovereignty as a rationale for countering corruption. Such work should elevate the voices of 
domestic actors, rather than the U.S. government directly, in order to maintain credibility and 
increase domestic demand for reform. 

In addition to supporting countries targeted by strategic corruption, the United States could multi-
ply its impact by joining with other willing partners. For example, it could partner with the United 
Kingdom and Canada on their recently launched fund to protect investigative journalists who expose 
corruption and other wrongdoing. Within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the United States 
could work with other members to expand the organization’s ability to track nontraditional corrup-
tion threats, in partnership with civilian institutions. In addition, to have greater collective impact, 
the United States could press the European Union and Australia to pass Global Magnitsky–style visa 
sanction laws that include corruption (not just human rights violations) as grounds for sanctions.

Leveraging Multilateral Mechanisms for Anticorruption Impact

Another important means of pushing back against weaponized corruption and protecting democratic 
values is to compete in the arena of anticorruption norms. In bodies like the UNCAC Conference of 
the States Parties (COSP), U.S. diplomats face strong headwinds from China, Nigeria, and Russia, 
which are attempting new treaties on asset recovery and return that would undermine existing 
standards and ongoing asset recovery efforts, and from Iran, which is raising sovereignty objections 
over the FCPA’s broad jurisdiction. China, Pakistan, Russia, and Turkey have objected to the partici-
pation of civil society observers in the COSP, and countries such as the United Arab Emirates have 

https://www.economist.com/europe/2019/07/06/russia-plays-games-with-georgia
https://www.csce.gov/international-impact/events/its-all-about-money
https://www.csce.gov/international-impact/events/its-all-about-money
https://www.gfsis.org/publications/view/2684
https://www.voanews.com/press-freedom/britain-canada-create-fund-promote-global-free-press
https://www.humanrightsfirst.org/sites/default/files/Berschinski-Remarks-EU-Magnitsky.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/corruption/COSP/conference-of-the-states-parties.html
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/corruption/COSP/conference-of-the-states-parties.html
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been granted the privilege of hosting recent COSP meetings in spite of a track record of civil society 
repression. These sort of efforts to decrease UNCAC transparency and roll back standards aim to 
legitimize corrupt practices and distract from governance failures. Junior U.S. staffers have been 
working diligently to fend off such attacks but lack sufficient authority to fully rebut the opposition 
and shift the conversation. Senior-level public leadership from the United States would help protect 
vital anticorruption norms.

A future administration should also signal at the highest levels that OGP is again a policy priority. 
This effort must start with strengthening the institutionalization of OGP domestically, including 
more effectively insulating it from political transitions. Internationally, the administration could 
integrate OGP country priorities into senior diplomatic engagements—both to cultivate a circle of 
high performers and to push laggards to deliver on their OGP National Action Plans. USAID could 
sustain technical assistance to help countries deliver on their commitments and leverage OGP as a 
vehicle for exchanging lessons learned internationally. And as part of OGP’s subnational program, 
the United States could launch an Integrity Cities Initiative, a race-to-the-top effort for municipal 
leaders where they commit to more rigorous standards for open contracting and oversight. Such an 
initiative could give U.S. businesses attractive new venues for investment while improving local 
procurement and service delivery. 

To further strengthen international cooperation on anticorruption, the United States should push for 
the reestablishment of internationally supported anticorruption commissions such as the UN-autho-
rized International Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala and the Organization of American 
States–backed Mission to Support the Fight Against Corruption and Impunity in Honduras. The 
United States could also provide expert assistance to countries interested in developing such institu-
tions to maximize their potential for success. 

Providing Politically Responsive Anticorruption Assistance 

The recent rise in protests against corruption has produced political transitions in many countries. 
Yet the optimism that protesters, and the international community as a whole, felt in the wake of 
those transitions has now been tempered by realism, as transitions from Guatemala to Tanzania fail 
to deliver. That can mean the United States is left with the downsides of political instability—market 
volatility, disrupted development, unchecked criminality—without the upside of anticorruption 
reform. Window-of-opportunity moments still provide the best chance for significant governance 
reform, but progress is far from guaranteed. 

https://monitor.civicus.org/country/united-arab-emirates/
https://www.opengovpartnership.org/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/how-us-apathy-helped-kill-a-pioneering-anticorruption-campaign-in-guatemala/2019/06/14/cc4f464a-1e5e-11e9-a759-2b8541bbbe20_story.html
https://www.justice.gov/eoir/page/file/1248036/download
https://www.the-american-interest.com/2020/06/15/the-case-for-the-crook-act/
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At the same time, backsliding on governance and democracy in places like Brazil, Hungary, and the 
Philippines is continuing at a dizzying rate. In some cases, illiberal populists claim to be advancing 
anticorruption, promising clean government in exchange for civil liberties. Yet in practice, authori-
tarians often depend on the capture of state resources to sustain their grip on power, leaving their 
citizens deprived of both democracy and governance. When populists co-opt the language of anticor-
ruption to advance their own cynical agendas, they make it harder to build momentum for genuine 
reform campaigns in the future.

The United States must play both offense (catalyzing reform in window-of-opportunity environ-
ments) and defense (lessening the pull of authoritarian kleptocracy in places at risk of backsliding). 
U.S. assistance is still most likely to have an impact in environments where there is already political 
will for reform, so positive openings deserve the bulk of assistance, but playing defense in strategic 
locations is also vital—especially when done in partnership with allies.

Across both kinds of work, the common thread is a politically responsive approach to anticorruption, 
where resources are directed toward places at a critical juncture on governance. These are moments of 
elasticity, where the governance equilibrium is being contested and renegotiated. Sometimes, it is not 
entirely clear whether a critical juncture will be positive or negative—such as in the election of an 
antiestablishment candidate promising to clean up government—and the United States may be able 
to tilt the trajectory in a constructive direction.  During these brief, precarious moments, it is vital 
for the United States to:

• surge technical and political support to new or embattled government reformers;
• help sustain civic unity and journalistic capability to bolster bottom-up pressure for reform;
• encourage other diplomatic and multilateral actors to reinforce these efforts; and 
• support donor coordination to ensure international efforts are effective and synergistic. 

Adapting U.S. assistance to a politically turbulent world would be a significant departure from the 
status quo. The U.S. anticorruption budget is currently modest (at $115 million annually), static 
(with assistance planned two years in advance), and geographically rigid (with most funds preas-
signed to country accounts). As a result, attempts to cobble together new assistance in response to a 
political opening require bureaucratic gymnastics if they happen at all. Constraints on flexible 
resources mean that substantial new funding is only likely for exceptionally important bilateral 
partners. This risks limiting the horizon of U.S. ambitions to what is administratively feasible and 
explicitly requested, rather than looking proactively at how the United States can maximize gover-
nance opportunities in a wide range of strategic locations. 

https://www.transparency.org/en/news/corruption-and-inequality-how-populists-mislead-people
https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/07/25/ten-ways-washington-can-confront-global-corruption-pub-76919
https://carnegieendowment.org/2020/01/07/bridging-elite-grassroots-divide-among-anticorruption-activists-pub-80687
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R46373.pdf
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Take the example of Malaysia, where the long-time ruling party was driven from office in 2018 in 
the wake of a massive corruption scandal. After the transition, governance-related U.S. assistance 
seems to have been limited to one USAID program, in spite of calls from leading U.S. analysts to 
more holistically redeploy resources to “ensure that the first democratic political transition in modern 
Malaysia’s history succeeds.” Thin U.S. support led Anwar Ibrahim, a leading Malaysian politician, to 
wonder publicly why the fledging new government was not receiving more U.S. aid, especially as 
Malaysia sought to free itself from China’s dominance: “We are democrats, we are true to the ideals 
of the United States…Now having achieved some measure of success, you should support that.”

Even standard foreign assistance is not necessarily aligned with governance priorities following a 
political opening. In South Africa, the largest U.S. trading partner in Africa, President Cyril Rama-
phosa took office in early 2018 on bold promises to root out state capture. Instead of expanding 
anticorruption support during this historic moment, the Trump administration entirely cut assis-
tance for the International Narcotics Control & Law Enforcement and Democracy Assistance 
accounts in its Fiscal Year 2019 and 2020 budget requests.

Legislation pending in Congress would help address these gaps. The Countering Russian and Other 
Overseas Kleptocracy (CROOK) Act (H.R.3843/S.3026) would establish an Anti-Corruption 
Action Fund to rapidly deploy support to countries experiencing a historic opening to tackle corrup-
tion. By providing dedicated resources for this purpose, the Fund would empower U.S. officials to 
act externally during the precious months following a transition, rather than spending that time in 
an ad hoc bureaucratic scramble for limited resources. The executive branch could support this 
bipartisan, budget-neutral bill and implement it vigorously, drawing on lessons from USAID’s Office 
of Transition Initiatives. The Act, which has been endorsed by leading anticorruption advocates, 
could strengthen the legitimacy of FCPA enforcement and reduce pressure on U.S. companies to pay 
bribes overseas. Complementary actions could be taken to allocate more funds toward global ac-
counts that can respond flexibly to places at risk of backsliding, drawing on new data tools. 

Alongside the Anti-Corruption Action Fund, the U.S. government could establish a gover-
nance-themed public-private partnership (PPP). As previously discussed, U.S. companies bear the 
brunt of corruption in terms of lost bids and inhospitable markets and have a vested interest in 
reducing corruption. A new PPP would strengthen the business climate in strategic markets experi-
encing a window of opportunity for anticorruption reform, helping the country transition from a 
reliance on crony capitalists to more partnerships with clean investors. 

https://www.state.gov/u-s-relations-with-malaysia/
https://asia.nikkei.com/Opinion/Malaysia-s-fragile-democratic-revival2
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/02/13/will-united-states-support-malaysias-fragile-democratic-experiment/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/05/13/can-south-africas-ramaphosa-turn-country-around/
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R45687.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/3843
https://www.csce.gov/international-impact/press-and-media/press-releases/senators-cardin-and-wicker-introduce-countering
https://gfintegrity.org/press-release/group-of-10-ngos-calls-on-congress-to-pass-anti-corruption-initiatives-as-part-of-coronavirus-response/
https://fcpablog.com/2020/06/17/reaching-briberys-victims-through-the-crook-act/
https://fcpablog.com/2020/05/18/the-u-s-has-a-chance-to-target-demand-side-bribery-with-the-crook-act/
https://www.againstcorruption.eu/
https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/07/25/ten-ways-washington-can-confront-global-corruption-pub-76919
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In some places, COVID-19 may trigger substantial shifts in governance conditions, whether in a 
positive direction (such as by prompting reforms to procurement systems or generating new civil 
society coalitions) or in a negative direction (such as emboldening autocrats to further restrict civic 
space in the name of disaster response). Either way, the pandemic has only reinforced the need for 
U.S. anticorruption assistance that is better equipped for a volatile world. 

Mainstreaming Anticorruption

The impact of U.S. anticorruption activities depends on its ability to break free from the democracy 
and law enforcement siloes and be mainstreamed across other U.S. priorities—namely, global health, 
economic relief, security assistance, and intelligence. 

Global Health

Entrenched corruption is like a preexisting condition that worsens the severity of a pandemic. Health 
systems hollowed out by years of graft are ill-equipped to mobilize for an emergency. New aid flows 
are highly vulnerable to diversion in settings with even less transparency and accountability than 
usual. Government attempts to convey public health messages ring hollow when corruption has 
destroyed trust in the state.

Sadly, many of these lessons about corruption risk surfaced during the Ebola crisis but were not 
internalized. Now they are reappearing in the COVID-19 crisis, with even graver consequences. The 
United States dedicates a whopping $9.5 billion to global health assistance annually, yet the vast 
majority goes to treating specific diseases rather than strengthening the transparency, accountability, 
and resilience of local health systems. USAID has long acknowledged the need to address the root 
causes of health failures rather than just chasing symptoms, yet its 2015 guiding document on health 
systems strengthening contains few specifics on the topic and is now out of date. USAID recently 
released a list of illustrative programmatic approaches for how corruption could be dealt with as part 
of the pandemic response, but it is short on specifics. 

This pandemic should be the impetus for the U.S. government to finally rebalance its health assis-
tance toward a more politically sensitive, financially efficient approach. The next administration 
should direct a meaningful share of health assistance—perhaps 25 percent—toward health systems 
strengthening, in line with calls from Senate Democrats. The cost-savings generated by reforming 

https://carnegieendowment.org/2020/04/06/how-will-coronavirus-reshape-democracy-and-governance-globally-pub-81470
https://medcitynews.com/2020/05/global-survey-on-fraud-and-covid-19-finds-links-between-corruption-and-deaths/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/03/03/what-fight-against-ebola-can-teach-us-about-beating-coronavirus/
http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2014/9/9/is-graft-really-a-gateway-for-ebola-sure-it-is.html
https://www.foreignassistance.gov/categories/Health
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1864/HSS-Vision.pdf
https://www.usaid.gov/global-health/health-systems-innovation/health-systems/usaids-vision-health-systems-strengthening
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1866/Corruption-and-COVID-19-One-Pager_Final.pdf
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/CIRRA%20section-by-section.pdf
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local logistics and procurement practices and improving oversight can save lives and move aid recipi-
ents toward self-reliance. This shift in resources could be complemented by more bureaucratic 
cooperation between U.S. officials working on health and those working on governance. 

Economic Relief

As the United States applies an anticorruption lens to its pandemic assistance, it should urge interna-
tional financial institutions to do the same in their stimulus packages. Unconditional budgetary 
support for corrupt governments subsidizes corruption. A recent World Bank paper found that 
approximately 7.5 percent of international aid is subject to “elite capture,” with the funds largely 
being diverted to offshore bank accounts.

Risks associated with corruption are only heightened during a pandemic, when protocols are lax and 
oversight is weak. Recommendations for increasing corruption controls in assistance have been put 
forward by U4 and Transparency International, Human Rights Watch, Freedom House, the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, and others, but the next U.S. administration could work with 
partners to develop, adopt, and secure international support for a global standard on corruption risk 
mitigation in disaster assistance. Such a standard could consolidate good practices and help donors 
prioritize the kinds of reforms they need to make, while retaining context-specific flexibility.

Security Assistance

Countries with endemic corruption lack domestic legitimacy and therefore are inherently unstable 
partners. Providing weapons, defense articles, and training to these countries poses serious risks—not 
just of wasting taxpayer dollars but also of endangering U.S. security (for example, if the weapons are 
sold on the black market and later used against the United States). 

As detailed elsewhere, the United States can mitigate these threats by instituting mandatory corrup-
tion risk assessments, conducted by independent experts, akin to those required by the Leahy Law. 
Problems discovered in these assessments could be addressed through assistance to improve military 
budgeting, contracting, logistics, and personnel systems—work that deserves at least 1 percent of 
total U.S. security assistance for a given country, as referenced in the draft 2019 State Authorization 
bill. Integrating anticorruption practices into defense institution building in this manner would help 
avoid situations such as that encountered by Iraqi prime minister Haider al-Abadi in 2015: as he 
prepared to take on the self-proclaimed Islamic State, he “discovered 50,000 ghost soldiers on the 
government payroll costing Iraqis $380 million a year.” 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/493201582052636710/pdf/Elite-Capture-of-Foreign-Aid-Evidence-from-Offshore-Bank-Accounts.pdf?utm_source=T%2FAI+Newsletter+List&utm_campaign=59ddb79400-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_12_18_05_33_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1a5ff28f1e-59ddb79400-445723605
https://knowledgehub.transparency.org/assets/uploads/helpdesk/Anti-corruption-strategies-for-development-agencies-during-the-COVID-19-pandemic_PR.pdf
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/05/04/imf-empower-civic-groups-against-covid-19-corruption
https://www.ft.com/content/c5f21b57-72ef-46bb-97b4-13af9d28cf2b
https://www.unodc.org/documents/Advocacy-Section/COVID-19_and_Anti-Corruption-2.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/Advocacy-Section/COVID-19_and_Anti-Corruption-2.pdf
https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/07/25/ten-ways-washington-can-confront-global-corruption-pub-76919
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/13AH8wwx1_96YOU8Ua2l1eNWO7AZBjVPW
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/13AH8wwx1_96YOU8Ua2l1eNWO7AZBjVPW
https://www.state.gov/key-topics-bureau-of-democracy-human-rights-and-labor/human-rights/leahy-law-fact-sheet/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/3352
http://www.afsa.org/corruption-21st-century-security-challenge
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Yet capacity building is only as good as the political will behind it. Thus, a future administration 
should use the “carrot” of security assistance to incentivize the kind of anticorruption reforms needed 
for that assistance to be effective. In particular, the United States could condition the provision of 
train-and-equip support and arms exports on governments undertaking security governance reforms, 
including greater transparency in military budgets, whistleblower protections, and oversight of the 
security sector by parliaments and civil society. This sort of conditionality, which has been recom-
mended by counterterrorism experts, could build on lessons from the U.S.-Africa Security Gover-
nance Initiative. Such an approach may require withstanding pressure from the defense industry, 
especially during an economic downturn, in order to ensure that U.S. assistance effectively advances 
joint security goals rather than enriches criminal entities. 

Intelligence

In some instances, “governing is not the government’s objective.” Instead, governing is a front for 
criminal activity in which state coffers are a key source of private revenue for leaders and their elite 
supporters. When intelligence gaps fail to expose these cases of state capture, U.S. diplomats and 
those making assistance decisions are flying blind. In the absence of contrary information, these 
officials will likely assume that public servants are genuinely committed to serving the public rather 
than their own personal interests. This can lead the United States to inadvertently enable corruption 
through its assistance, diplomatic interactions, or rhetorical support, thereby undermining U.S. 
interests and increasing public hostility toward America. Furthermore, a lack of attention from the 
intelligence community toward corruption issues, and the popular grievances associated with it, can 
lead to blind spots in U.S. political analysis, as occurred with the Arab Spring in 2011. 

While some improvements have been made, U.S. officials can do more to elevate corruption in  
the National Intelligence Priorities Framework and reflect that prioritization in collection, analysis,  
and operations. This includes incorporating corruption information into profiles of foreign  
officials and mapping foreign “networks of corruption,” as Congress has required in the last three  
appropriations bills. 

The National Security Council should also assist with overcoming a major interagency gap whereby 
intelligence agencies rarely use their tools to vet prospective recipients of USAID funding, while 
USAID often makes decisions on aid allocation without consulting classified information on foreign 
counterparts. This gap could be overcome by increasing intelligence vetting of assistance recipients 
over a certain monetary threshold. Interagency consensus should also be reached before funds from 

https://ti-defence.org/publications/united-states-arms-export-sales-corruption-fraud-risk/
https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/exploring-connections-corruption-terrorism-and-terrorist-financing
https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/exploring-connections-corruption-terrorism-and-terrorist-financing
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/254115.pdf
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/254115.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/16/us/arms-deals-raytheon-yemen.html
https://carnegie-mec.org/diwan/81948
https://africog.org/reports/state-capture-inside-kenyas-inability-to-fight-corruption/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2012/01/03/the-ten-biggest-american-intelligence-failures/
https://www.congress.gov/congressional-report/115th-congress/senate-report/282/1
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/29/world/asia/cia-delivers-cash-to-afghan-leaders-office.html
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the intelligence community are provided directly to foreign officials, with particular scrutiny in 
highly corrupt settings. These steps would reduce the risk that the United States will again be impli-
cated, as in Afghanistan, in fueling corruption while simultaneously attempting to fight it.

Enabling U.S. Leadership

The ability of the United States to lead on anticorruption internationally depends on the extent to 
which it gets its own house in order, in terms of both internal organization and domestic policy. 

Bureaucratic Innovation

To give anticorruption the prominence it deserves in U.S. foreign policy, internal structures would 
need to be updated. Three components are essential: increased prioritization of the issue, capability 
to support a more robust scope of work, and enhanced coordination of the many bureaus and 
agencies with anticorruption equities. 

• Prioritization. To begin with, the next administration should rapidly fill existing senior-level 
positions, including the relevant under secretary role at the State Department, which still lacks 
a confirmed appointment. More ambitiously, a future administration could designate a special 
representative or senior adviser on anticorruption, as the United Kingdom established in 2004. 
Ideally a former ambassador, this individual and their staff could rally high-level attention and 
drive collaboration across bureaus and agencies. In addition, the secretary of state could ask 
regional bureaus to each identify a deputy assistant secretary to oversee the development of 
country-level anticorruption strategies, building off previous efforts in the Europe bureau. 
Together, these senior champions would signal to the diplomatic corps that the administration 
has their back and realizes that, ultimately, you cannot fight kleptocracy without upsetting 
kleptocrats. In the course of doing so, diplomats may lose some access to counterparts—nor-
mally a prized currency—but that should be expected and not seen as a demerit. This new 
norm can be reinforced through messages from senior leadership and performance metrics, as 
well as through incorporating anticorruption modules into pre-deployment training for ambas-
sadors and USAID mission directors. The special representative could even convene regional 
“ambassador circles,” in which chiefs of mission can compare notes and share lessons on 
elevating governance and democracy issues at their posts. At the country level, ambassadors 
could host private quarterly anticorruption advisory meetings involving civil society and 
investigative journalists. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/investigations/afghanistan-papers/afghanistan-war-corruption-government/?itid=lk_inline_manual_2
http://www.state.gov/j
http://www.transparency.org.uk/what-does-the-uks-anti-corruption-champion-do/#.Wyf1cPlJG70
http://www.afsa.org/corruption-21st-century-security-challenge
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• Bandwidth. Staffing on anticorruption across the U.S. government would need to be scaled up 
to execute a more ambitious agenda. In particular, the State Department currently lacks a 
centralized team of subject matter experts with the mandate and resources to assist embassies in 
strengthening their anticorruption efforts. In the future, a cadre of experts from across the State 
Department and USAID could serve as in-house consultants who deploy to conduct anticor-
ruption assessments, support embassy strategy development, and assist with implementation—
especially for bilateral priority countries. These officers would engage proactively with designat-
ed anticorruption points of contact at each embassy. 

• Coordination. Although the 2015 establishment of a Working Group on Anti-Corruption at 
the State Department was a sign of progress, cross-bureau coordination is frequently still ad 
hoc. One remedy would be for the anticorruption special representative to start convening 
these working group gatherings with a focused agenda. In addition, to achieve the mainstream-
ing goals referenced above and respond to windows of opportunity in strategic locations, the 
national security adviser should identify a senior White House official with the mandate and 
bandwidth to drive this agenda forward. This individual could sit in either the international 
economics or democracy directorates, as long as they would be on equal footing with regional 
senior directors and be able to raise key issues at deputies’ meetings. Their staff could facilitate 
development of whole-of-government approaches to priority countries—addressing a gap 
named in a recent Congressional Research Service report. The National Security Council could 
formalize commitments via a Presidential Policy Directive and coordinate regular briefings with 
the Hill and with the advocacy community, which would help sustain this agenda.

Leading by Example

U.S. credibility on anticorruption falters when counterparts point to the rampant opportunities for 
self-enrichment in the U.S. financial and political systems. Some of these gaps relate to the lack of 
transparency and influence of foreign contributors in the U.S. campaign finance system. Others 
involve the protection of inspectors general and ethics considerations outlined in the For the People 
Act of 2019 (H.R.1). The next administration would do well to address these concerns, as well as 
robustly implement Dodd-Frank’s requirements on transparency in oil and mining payments.

An even greater credibility problem stems from the role of the United States in directly enabling 
foreign corruption. The level of financial secrecy in the United States is on par with the Cayman 
Islands, allowing kleptocrats, terrorists, and criminals to stash their funds stateside with relative ease. 

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R46373.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/1/text
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/04/06/energy-companies-foreign-payments/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/10/05/eu-us-fight-corruption-kleptocracy/
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To start with, the next administration could push forward pending congressional legislation that 
would curb the formation of anonymous shell companies, as done by Argentina, Nigeria, Slovakia, 
the United Kingdom, and others. The next step would be to close loopholes that exempt lawyers, 
accountants, and real estate agents from the know-your-customer regulations applied to banks. The 
United States can also deploy powerful financial tools, such as the USA PATRIOT Act, to isolate 
corrupt officials or jurisdictions. 

Finally, the United States could significantly deter foreign corruption by enforcing U.S. anticorrup-
tion laws even more vigorously. Given the broad jurisdiction of the FCPA, the majority of large 
enforcement actions to date have actually been against foreign-registered companies. The United 
States certainly should continue encouraging other countries to implement their FCPA equivalents, 
but success depends on the political will of foreign actors. Unilaterally, the U.S. government could 
expand the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Department of Justice units that handle FCPA and 
asset recovery cases, which would help U.S. businesses compete internationally and potentially shame 
other countries into enforcing their own laws. Shifts in this direction should be taken in a transpar-
ent and equitable manner, objectively targeting the biggest offenders regardless of nationality. Ex-
panded cooperation with the Global Anti-Corruption Consortium could funnel tips from civil 
society into law enforcement channels (in cases where the United States has extraterritorial jurisdic-
tion), increasing the prospects that corrupt actors will face legal accountability. 

Conclusion

The next administration has an opening to advance the anticorruption agenda at a time of profound 
importance for global health, politics, economics, and security. Although corruption poses grave risks 
and has been appropriated for geopolitical ends by foreign competitors, a new wave of civic mobili-
zation presents opportunities. Dynamic U.S. assistance could amplify the voices of reformers and 
increase their effectiveness during critical junctures. With a whole-of-government approach that 
mainstreams and elevates anticorruption across foreign policy, and domestic reforms that bolster U.S. 
credibility, the next administration could play a transformative role in curbing corruption and 
advancing U.S. interests. 

https://thefactcoalition.org/in-historic-vote-house-passes-bipartisan-bill-to-end-anonymous-companies/
https://www.opengovpartnership.org/policy-area/beneficial-ownership/
https://www.int-comp.org/insight/2017/may/designated-by-dc-how-us-sanctions-combat-foreign-corruption/
https://fcpablog.com/2020/02/03/airbus-shatters-the-fcpa-top-ten/
http://www.oecd.org/corruption/anti-bribery/anti-briberyconvention/oecdworkinggrouponbriberyininternationalbusinesstransactions.htm
https://www.economist.com/business/2019/01/19/americas-legal-forays-against-foreign-firms-vex-other-countries
https://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/activity/global_anti_corruption_consortium
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